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Hispa
nic Leade
rs : "Prof
ile of a Futur
e"
Hispanic
Leaders:
"Profiie
Future"
By: Leonardo A. Goymerac
The struggle for upward mobility in
the multi-racial social fabric of the
-United
United States is reflected throughout
this country's unique history. Unique
perhaps because of the influx of immiimmi
grants from all parts of the globe seekseek
ing the bridge of opportunity and to
ascend the social ladder, a ladder which
provides infinite rungs·for
rungs for self aggranaggran
dizement, realization and hope.
To focus on a particular e_
thnic group
ethnic
is not unlike examining the multi
multifacets
facets
of a gem and then placing it in and
among the human condition. Thismultifacetc
thnic gem may be viewed
faceted ethnic
yie wed from
man)'
ide. , wi
niany sides,
with some facets glistening
more than others 'in
in their social brilbril
liance.
In examining the Hispanic gem we
discover that its facets are composed of
a variety
variety.of
of people where speech and
culture are characterized by the use of
the Spanish language from Spain, PorPor
tugal or Latin America.
In attempting to focus on Hispanism
in the United States oftentimes is met
with different branches of the Hispanic
tree. In Florida the Cuban branch has
become the dominate group and perhaps
with a tinge of other Spanish speaking
peoples from the Caribbean or Central
Americas.
Moving northward and into New
York city's social milieu, one may disdis
cover ·aa Mexican born
bom either in New
York or Mexico City, or someone from
Guatemala, Brazil, or Portugal.
Portugal, MigraMigra
tion often plays a vital part in how
Hispanicism has spread northward.
rwrthward. One
can find a Mexican restaurant in
Montreal, Canada; a Cuban restaurant
in New York City or Puerto Ricans
enjoying a cerveza in a Puerto Rican
restaurant in Chicago.
·

Each branch of the Hispanic
tree has
EachbranchoftheH
ispanictreehas
produced different fruits
fmits that are disdis
tinctly unique to each limb, and yet
continue to grow from a common root
stock. A good example of this is the
grafting ofPlums or Apricots to a Peach
tree. The varieties will all flourish and
yet taste differently. Hispanicism
comprises a variety of ethnic segments,
and influences in as many different
ways across our land. Hispanicism come
in many ethnic flavors.
The migratory spread northward
from Mexico by early Spaniard Conquistadores spread Hispanism not only
to California, but well up into Colorado
and
New Mexico. Recent census figures
andNew
Hispanic population growth
disclose ijisparnc
owtll in
fu
the United States has been greatest in
California with the greatest concentraconcentra
tion of Hispanic owned business' within
the Los Angeles sphere of influence.
In a recent study conducted for her
bachelor's thesis, Mrs. Patricia Espino,
Educational Services Coordinator for
University of California Extension
Service for San Bernardino County,
explored the depth to which the segseg
ment of Hispanics have elevated in the
sphere of social leadership in San
Bernardino County. In order to focus
on leadership roles, Ms. Espino first
identified a particular segment of the
Hispanic tree. Forpurposes of her study
Ms. Espino defined, "those individuals
who identify themselves as Chicanos,
Tejanos, Mejicanos, Mexican-AmeriMexican-Ameri
cans, Pochos, Latinos or La Raza."
In order to focus on those elements
which reveal a disparity in positions of
Hispanic leadership roles Ms. Espino's
study clearly showed a proportional
inadequate representation in governgovern
ment. Her method used to unravel this
anomaly was to identify those facets
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Site
Approved for Redlands
Site Approved
Senior
Senior Nutrition
Nutrition, Center
Center
A, Goymerac
Goymerac
By Leonardo A.

According to Mr. Dan Rodriguez
Community Services Director for the
City of Redlands, the Redlands City
Council has approved a proposed site
for the Senior Nutrition Program. After
years of indecisiveness and loss of over
a half a million dollars in State funding,
the City Council at long last created a
Senior Nutrition Site Committee who
surveyed several potential sites and upon
their recommendation, approved the
new Senior Nutrition program to be
located at the Community Centerlocated
Center located
just off Orange Street at Washington
and Lugonia streets.
forthe seniors is
Committee member
mem~rforthe
Manuel Madrid, a professional engineer
and former city Planning Commissioner,
donated and prepared drawings for the
conceptual design. The design calls for
modifying the present recreation struc
structure by adding a new wing with
with4,800
4,800 to
possibly 7,200 square feet
feet. In a joint
agreement with the Redlands Unified
School District parking needs will be
ample-by
ample by supplying 150 parking spaces.
The approved site selection was the
first step in a series which will
wiU require
architectural and engineering assistance.
Preliminary estimates for architectural
and engineering services will be apap
envi
proximately $50,000 and include envi-

ronmental reports.
Estimated costs for construction wiU
will
vary until the conceptual
CO!'}ceptual design is fi
finalized to actual square footage. Today's
construction cost estimates range from
$85 up to $125 per square foot. For
example a 5,000 square foot addition
would range in cost from $425,000 up .
to $675,000.
Funding forthe
for the project are primarily
source_s. Community Devel
from two sources.
Development Block Grant funds and the
Barton/Kaiser Group Fund. Available
from the CDBG source would be
$263,425 while
the Barton/Kaiser
group
whiletheBarton/Kai
sergroup
has $370,000 for a total of $633,425.
No date has been projected as yet due to
the necessary preliminary preparations.
Currently the Senior Nutrition ProPro
gram is conducted at the .American
Legion Post on Church Street. The
n~trition program presently assists
nutrition
anywhere from 85 to 130 persons a day
for a noon meal and projections are for
200 sit down lunches. A multi-purpose
room will also be available from 11
11:00
:00
:00 p.m. Serving the commu
a.m. to 1
1:00
community is the availability of the multi
multipurpose to the general public and othoth
ers for rental considerations.
Project preparations and presentation
to the city council were made ..*• · Mr.
Dll!l
Dan Rodriguez and ·ci~
City Mana^
Manae Tim
Tim
Wheaton.
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BEST WISHES ON THE
CINCO OE
DE MAYO
N
CELEBRATIO
CELEBRATION

ASSEMBL YMAN
. ASSEMBLYMAN

·JERRY
JERRY EAVES
. Candidatefor
Candidate forSupervisor
Supervisor

5th
5th District
District
820-190'2
{714)
(714)820-1902

J~rry
Jerry Eaves
Vi

j

oin the increasing
loin
^number
Hispanic students
students
of Hispanic
, number of
and pursuing
earning bachelor's degrees
degrees in
in 43
43 areas
areas and
pursuing graduate
graduate
programs in
in 17
17 fields.
fields. Se_rvlng
Serving the
the specific
specific needs
needs of
of
minority
minority students
students is
is a
a tradition
tradition at
at
CAUFORNIA
CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, SAN BERNARDINO.
Our
comprehensive, regional
regional university
university offers:
offers;
faculty;
with faculty;
Sman
Small classes and individual interaction
interaction with
to working
late-day and evening classes geared to
working students;
students;
and personalized service in
in counseling,
counseling,
tutoring and
and financial
financial aid.
aid.
Let
CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, SAN
SAN BERNARDINO
BERNARDINO
future .
academic future.
open the doors to
to your academic
Call (714) 880-5188
880-5188 for
for admission
admission Information.
Information.

Albiso, Guereca
Albiso,
Guereca Named
Named
Directors
To AUW
To
AUW Board
Board of
ofAnny.
Directors
He matriculated at San Bernar-

Albiscr,, AffirSan Bernardino - Mel Albis
mative Action Officer, San Bernardino
City Unified School District, and Pete
Guereca,
Regional Supervisor o
off
.
Maintenance,
Maintenance, Southern California
Edison Co., have been elected to the
Arrowhead United Way Board of Directors. Their election was held at the
organization's Annual Meeting and
Awards Celebration at the NCO Club at
Norton
I:?rce Base. .
Nort~n Air Force
Albiso served AUW's Campaign
Campaign'89
'89
and '90 as a Loaned Executive from the
District.
School .District.
Albiso has served as Affirmative
Action Officer for the District for the
past two years. Prior service includes
ten years with the State of California
Department of Fair Employment and
Housing and service in the United States
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Army. He matriculated at San Bemar-

dino Valley College and the University
Redlands..
of Redlands
Other community involvement ineludes
membership inntheKiwanisClub
the Kiwanis Club
~
cludesmembershipi
~
dino;Mayor'sBlue
ofGreater
San Bernardino;
Mayor’s Blue
ofGreaterSanBernar
Ribbon Development Committee, City
of Colton; Institute for Social Justice
d
Chair, and presidentofthelnlan
presidentof the Inland
Board Chair;
Empire Employers Roundtable and the
EmpireEmployers
Association of Mexican-American
Educators,
Educators.
the
ofthe
resident of
lifetime resident
Albiso·isis aa lifetime
·Albiso
valley
valley" and resides in Colton with his
wife Diane, and daughter, Nicole.
Agency
anAgency
asan
A UWas
Guereca
joinedAUW
Guerecajoined
Relations volunteer in 1976 and was
elected to the Board in 1982. Later he
became Chair of Agency Relations and
memberofthe
a member
of the Executive Committee.
26-year Edison employee,
Guereca, aa26-year
matriculated at Pepperdine University
and later received his MBA from the
University of Redlands.
,
ininvolvement
in
Other community
cludes development of the "Friends of
United 4 Program" at Juvenile Hall,
A YSO, Junior All
Pony League, AYSO,
American Football and Past President
PTA.
• of Assumption School PTA.
Guereca resides in San Bernardino
with his wife, Robbie, and daughters,
Karen and Tish, and son, Peter.
au
Arrowhead United Way, an autonomous organization, is guided by a
represenlocal volunteer board that is represen
tative of and responsible to the thirty
communities it serves. AUW currently
allocates funds to 59 agencies providprovid
local services to the
oflocal
ing a wide range of
elderly, families and youth, including
delinquency prevention, counseling,
health education, day care and domestic
Soci
violence. The American Cancer SociQub,
ety, Casa Ramona, Boys and Girls Oub,
Home of Neighborly Service, Family
Service Agency, Option House, and
YMCA and YWCA are but just a few
as
of the agencies receiving financial assistance from AUW.
For more infonnation,
information, please call
1.
884-944
884-9441.
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For mortuary,
mortuary< cemetery, or
or cremation
cremation
arrangeme nts can
service, all arrangements
can be
be made
made
ood location.
at one neighborh
neighborhood
location.
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CSUSB Pre-doctoral Program Scholarship Awards
A select group of culturally diverse
students attending California State
receivUniversity, San Bernardino are receiv
and honorable
ing scholarship support and
mention awards from the California PreDoctoral Program, sponsored by the
California State University. Designed
to encourage underrepresented and
minority students to pursue their docdoc
varitoral degrees, the program offers vari
ous forms of monetary awards to sese
lected students. Scholarship recipients
Highland
include Margaret Hughes of Hi^and
and John Garcia of Corona. Honorable
Liana
Mention award winners
wiimers include Liana
Rivera of Redlands and Guillermina
Gana of San Bernardino.
Garza

According to Dr. Julius Kaplan, dean
of graduate studies at Cal State, the
prospective scholars are recommended
by faculty members who in tum
turn serve

.
',4im
•o'

^

and Lynne Diaz-Rico
Gulllermlna. Garza, Lianna Rivera, and
Left to Right - Margaret Hughes, John Garcia, Guillermina
Diaz-Rico
Honorable
to
an
is
achieved
program
the
who
of
Garza,
as "mentors" for those students selected. ·the main initiatives
The program, says Kaplan, "conne~ts
"connects a create diversification within the faculty Mention award, also majors in social
student to a~octoral
a doctoral institution" through at CSU
campuses. ·
CSU campuses.
work. Glicken is also her mentor.
. woik.
visits to those institutions and through
Rivera, who majors in bilingual
Hughes,
Garcia
and
recipients
of
prefaculty interaction. Also available is a
education, is also a recipient of an
"forgivable loan" program, where sese doctoral scholarships, both major in Honorable Mention award.
aw~. Dr. Lynne
lected scholars may return to the CSU social work at Cal State. Their mentor is Diaz-Rico, assistant professor of el
elsystem to teach as part of their loan Dr. Morley Glicken, professor in the ementary and bilingual education, is
repayment Kaplan also says that one of Social Work
Department.
Wortc Department.
Rivera's faculty mentor.

r. Barbara Flores Appointed to Nation·a1
Cal State's ·o
Dr.
National Team
'

,

Committee will set
national education
teaching standards
Dr. Barbara Flores, professor of elel
Cali
ementary/bilingual education at California State University, San Bernardino,
recently was appointed to a nationwide
team of educators, who will collaborate
in an attempt to set national teaching
unistandards and work to develop a uni
versal assessment tool for teacher cercer
tification. As a member of the National
Stan
Board for Professional Teaching Stan-

dards' Early Childhood/Generalist
Committee, Flores says she will devote
her efforts on behalf of elementary
language arts teachers and provide a
voice on behalf of minority educators.
"This body is trying to address the
the
in the
knowledge in
state-of-the-art knowledge
proteaching profession and wants to pro
vide leadership in setting standards,''
standards,"
says Flores.
Rores. Some of the major educaeduca
tional issues the group will explore inin
clude the constitutionality of a national
set
opposed to statesei of regulations as oppose9.to
controlled standards, the impact a set of
national standards could impose on a
state's role in teacher certification, the
changing demographics of students in
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bilingual education from the University
Aores holds an
of Arizona, Tucson. Flores
from
M.A. degree in reading education from
completed
she
CSU, Sacramento, and
her B.A. degree in Spanish and Latin
American studies at CSU, Hayward.
Shejoined the Cal State, San Bernardino
faculty in 1987 and resides in Highland,
CA.

both rural and urban areas, and the need
to address the diversity of children.
participat"I'm looking forward to participat
ing," says Flores. "I feel very competent
work
my_knowledge base given my woik
in my
developin early childhood language develop
ment."
ment."
Hores
Flores earned her Ph.D. in reading
and higher education administration and

.
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By Hispanic
Hispan ic News Staff Writer

'

rez
Benito Jua
Benito
Juarez
Veronica L. Leduc
By Veronica

compared
Benito Juarez, who can be compared
to Abraham Lincoln
Lincoln,, led Mexico
through the most crucial period of its
history - a history which was marred
conwith violent clashes between the con
factions, and invaservativee and liberal factions,
servativ
Mexican
sions of foreign powers on Mexican
soil. Like Lincoln,
Lincoln, Juarez had humble
beginnings.
beginnings. An orphan at three, Benito
21, 1806 in
born on March 21,1806
Juarez was bom
Guelarao,
the village of San Pablo Guelarao,
Indian
Oaxaca.
full
blooded
Zpotec
A
.
Oaxaca
who
eventually
raised
himself
out of
who eventually
poverty and illiterac
illiteracy
y to become a
lawyer. Juarez represen
represented
Mexico's
ted Mexico's
lawyer.
Mexipersevering
the
native
Mexi
of
spirit
ring
perseve
defendcan.
He
began
legal
defend
career
his
can. He
litiing groups
campesinos in liti
groups of poor campesinos
ing
gations
againstinjustices brought about
gations againstinjustices
by
privileged classes - mainly the
the privileged
by the
"hacendados"
"hacendados" and the clergy.
In 1848, Juarez was elected governo
governorr
of Oaxaca
Oaxaca launchi
launching
historical
ng his historical
of

For a long time the Mexican
Mexican people
poverty, and
lived with civil strife, poverty,
violence.
circulated around
violence. Now news circulated
English, French
the countryside
countryside that English,
and Spanish soldiers occupied
occupied the east
reparations
coast
debts. and reparations
coast to collect debts
President
of
President
government
from the government
govBenito Juarez. Though his liberal gov
ernmentt won the violent civil strife
ernmen
Church,
with
with the Conserv atives and the Qiurch,
t and
bankrup
Juarez
found
his
treasury
bankmpt
Juarez
disngly
increasi
the people becoming
dis
becoming increasingly
poscontent. Realizing
Realizing they could not pos
t
bankrup
a
sibly
anything
bankrupt
from
g
anythin
collect
sibJy
queens,
two
the
away,
treasury right
Isabella
Isabella II of Spain and Victoria of
Great Britain, recalled their troops. But
Napoleon
Napoleon III had other plans. The
French empero
emperorr with a "deadly
"deadly"" scheme
America under sevto bring all of Latin America
sev
established
monarchies, sent his
hed monarchies,
eral establis
troops towards Mexico City. But the
French
French first had to pass through the city
natioQal
of
of Puebla which lay before the national
nts
capital
itself
the
inhabitants
of
Puebla
inhabita
capital itself-prepared
prepared to stop them.
Juarez
followers,
"Juaiisrs, also called "JuarisJuarez followe
atives
tas,"
mixed
in
some
conservatives
conserv
with
tas," mixed
and
proclericals,
waited
for
the
first
and proclericals,
sign
invaders. It was dawn and
the invaders.
of the
sign of
the
sun barely
barely peeked out over the
the sun
horizon,
warming the entire region. The
horizon, warming
flies
began
flies began to gather in the center of the
dusty streets.
streets. Usually by this time the
dusty
center
offthe
the city would begin to bustle
centero
cewith
craftsmen
attending
g to their ce
en attendin
with craftsm
returnramic wheels, textile workers return
merchants
ing
ing to work at the mills, and merchants
All
trading
markets. AH
their wares at the markets.
trading their
business
business had come to a halt The white
washed
churches, offices
washed houses, the churches,
and
factories
remained
and factories remained closed down as
if
Occasionally, a
it were still night Occasionally,
if it
woman
woman walked out to draw water from
the
neighborhood well then she quickly
the neighborhood
went
back to her house and locked the
went back

part
wall was built around the weakest part
of the city. Between
the
fortified
city
n
Betwee
"Cerro
the
and the little steep hill called
de Guadalupe,"
Guadalupe," the men dug out aa wide
excavation was
deep trench. Such an excavation
not much of an undertaking
undertaking for men
pyramids
whose ancestors
ancestors built great pyramids
City of Tula
and cities like the Toltec Qty
Mexand Tenochtlitlan,
Tenochtlitlan, which is now Mex

ico City.
amPresident Benito Juarez sent his am
mobi- President
Ignacio Zaragoza
Zaragoza the signal to mobi
Matias
te
bassador,
the
yoimg
articulate
Matfas
young articula
lize his troops. He thought it best to _ bassador,
gton D.C. to secure
Romero,
to
Washington
Waspin
,
Romero
they
dispatch women scouts because
government. But
's government.
a
loan
from
Lincoln's
Lincoln
also
TI1ey also
suspected. Tliey
would be the least suspected.
not
wanting
to
offend
France who had
"rehad muskets hidden under their "re
nt ally to the
always
been
an
important
importa
bozos" had just given the alarm for the
relucLincoln's cabinet reluc
Battle of Puebla on the morning of the United States, Lincoln's
tantly refused to aid Juarez and his
5th of May, 1862.
government. The United
fledgling government.
an fledghng
headquarters, an
temporary headquarters,
In his temporary
States
with
the Civil War at hand would
Zaragoz a
abandoned
abandoned church rectory, Zaragoza
musnot
even
give
Juarez one rusted mus
gave orders to his own officers while aa
several
Matfas Romero then made
the ket. Mattas
followed the
displaced
displaced irate priest followed
attempts
to smuggle weapons
weapons in through
his
general around giving him orders of his
were
California
and
Texas,
but they were
ia
Californ
"you
own.
own. "I tell you," the priest said, "you
troops
ted
always
confiscated
by
Union
troops
confisca
are not going to win. This battle is
weapwho feared that such a cache of weap
senseless."
senseless."
Southern
intercepted by Southern
The general swung around to face the ons would be intercepted
Confederates.
Presi- Confederates.
priest. "I have my orders from Presi
had 'to fight
Zaragoza had'to
dent Juarez to defend this town with · Now General Zaragoza
were
troops were
his
but
whatever
whatever I have," the general said as he with what he had,
infedetermined to fight in spite of the infe
looked out of the window and saw aa determined
But Puebla
weapons. ButPuebla
of their own weapons.
riority oftheirown
woman "soldadera"
"soldadera" loading muskets riority
d by
was
well
fortified
and
protected
protecte
was
and rifles. "I'm going to defend this
both
the
trenches
and
the
Cerro
de
s
trenche
Zaratown with everything
everything I have." Zara
then
Guadalupe. If the city was taken
clergyman, Guadalupe.
goza glared down at the clergyman,
Mexico
Mexico City was at hand. A prize for
"Are you going to stop me, priest?"
the
President Juarez and his
taking, President
Without
Without saying a word the priest the taking.
government
Capital.
occupied the Capital.
still occupied
government stiU
rectory.
stormed out of the rectory.
Zaragoza
with
a
spy
glass
scanned
the
Zaragoza
A
brigadier general named
A young brigadier
eastern
approacheastern horizon and saw an approach
Porfirio Diaz and an infantry captain

This

Porfirio Diaz

bayocalled
Camacho stood by to receive ing dust cloud then the tops of bayo
called Camacho
g
neted
rifles
and
soldiers
marching
marchin
Gen- neted
their
superior. Gen
their orders from their superior.
Guadalupe. With
towards the Cerro de Guadalupe.
eral
returned to his desk which towards
Zaragoza retumedtohisdesk
eral Zaragoza
a
signal
from
his
general,
the bugler ·
signal
a
was
a
heavy
dark
mahogany
table
with
mahogany
was a
sounded
the
alarm
with
a
few long
an
exquisitely carved chair. Except for sounded
an exquisitely
blasts
of
his
horn.
The
first
column
of
aa few paintings
paintings that hung on the wall, · blasts of
men
and
a
few
women
ru^ed
up
to
the
rushed
furniture men and a
the
the rest of the finer pieces of furniture
highest
point
of
the
Cerro
and lied
highest
governhad been confiscated
by
the
govern
ted
confisca
down
on
their
bellies
aiming
their
the
down
ment
the last war between
ment to fund the
political
political career.
g
muskets
towards
the
intruding
troops.
intrudin
liberal and conservative
conservative sects.
Benito Juarez served three terms as
Behind the first column another line of
"The
French
general Latrille expects • Behind
constant
Mexico's
president. He faced constant
Mexico's president.
marksmen
The infantry
en stood ready. TTie
us
welcome him and his troops with *'marksm
to welcome
us to
political
struggles between the liberals
political struggles
captain
watched
the
horizon
intently.
intently.
"
captain
open
arms
and
magnolia
flowers,"
flowers,
magnolia
open
repreand the conserv
conservatives
atives who were repre
Thirty
two
men
and
a
few
women
were
Zaragoza
Zaragoza said.
sented
"hacendado"
ado" class and
sented by the "hacend
all
he
had
time
to
train
to
shoot
in
volley
all
"Then
"Then let the French believe that,"
the
welcomed
church. The latter faction welcomed
the church.
formation.
n. The captain gave his last
formatio
Porfirio
Diaz
said.
"Then
when
they
Porfirio
an
invasio n of the French hoping that a
an invasion
instructions: "Check your targets and
least
swprise them with instructions:
least expect it, we'll surprise
restoration
monarchy would mean
restoration of a monarchy
make your shots count! Then fire at my
such
such an attack, they will wish they had make
the
restoration of their own power. But
the restoration
command!"
command!"
France."
women came
came never left Mother France."
ent door. Then two young women
the president
government
president kept alive his governm
When the first column of enemy troops
EuroFor
weeks
when
the
news
of
the
Euro
direction of the rising For
running from the direction
during
intervention. In the running
during the French intervention.
marched over the horizon they struck
Mexicans marched
occupation spread, the Mexicans
ied pean
"Ay vienen
los Frances,"
they cried
pean occupation
rances, "theycr
nenlosF
sun, "Ayvie
end,
Maximil- sun,
Emperor Maximilend_,Juarez had the Emperor
up
impending battle. A up so much dust that they could not see
Generall . prepared
prepared for an impending
women had just given Genera
The women
out! The
lian
executed
d as a warning to all other out!
lian execute
clearly
clearly what layed in front of them.
foreign
that Mexico would
countries thttt
foreign countries
Many
their rifles hung on their backs
of their
Many of
not
invasion
n again.
tolerate foreign invasio
not tolerate
for
expecting a battle but
they were not expecting
for they
Despite
European pleas
American and European
Despite American
aa peaceful
city. Then
peaceful march into the dty.
hapl~sfor
clemency on behalf of the hapless
for clemency
comCaptain
Camacho
shouted
his com
o
Camach
Captain
ion for
emperor,
retribution
emperor, Juarez sought retribut
mand
to
fire.
The
first
column
let
out a
mand
d on
all
followers
executed
rs who were execute
his followe
all his
loud
smoking volley of lead that sent
loud smoking
llian.
the orders of Maximi
Maximilhan.
French
soldiers scrambling
scrambling for cover
French
On July
19,1872,
1872, Juarez died in office
July 19,
On
against the
smoke
and
and_dust.
the.
's
from aa heart
Mexico's
heart attack leaving Mexico
from
Meanwhile,
the
first
column moved
Meanwhile,
fate to
follower, Porfirio
to his one time follower,
fate
Inland Empire
back
second which had al
the second
behind the
back behind
Diaz who
who had since become one of
Diaz
capready taken their position.
position. At the cap
adversaries.
political adversaries.
Juarez' political
tain's
cotrunand
another
round
of
fire
nd
tain's comma
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shot down more surprised French solsol
diers. From his vantage point General
Zaragoza had seen the first assault and
was proud of how skillfully Camacho's
men and women fought.
fou ght. Then the
. general remembered what Juarez had
said in a letter to the Juaristas: "They
will defend with honor the cause of
their autonomy and liberty." The Presi
President was speaking of the heart and soul
of Mexico: The "Meztizos" who were a
great breed of people with the stubborn
determination of the Spaniard and the
Indian.
preserving spirit of the Indian.
Latril
The French General Charles LatrU
Comt6
Comtt de Lorenz ordered his men to
wantretreat and regroup. By then not want
ing his soldiers to exhaust all their
ammunition, Camacho called for his
troops to retreat back towards the trench.
posas pos
quickly as
The Mexicans ran as qitickly
sible with the enemy in pursuit. One
Juarista fell when a ball hit him in the
thickest part of his thigh. But two of his
comrades each grabbed one of his arms
and carried him off.
Beyond the trench lay more Juaristas
ready to ambush the French troops as
as
they came charging down the cerro.
Many
M~y of them fell into the trench as
cerro's
they came running down the cerro’s
steep slopes. General Diaz ordered his
own small battalion to attack the fallen
French as they struggled to climb out of
the trenches. A loud horrifying cry rose
out of the Mexican soldiers. These were
the same "gritos" that sent chills up the
spines of Fernando Cortes' band of
conquistadores some three hundred and

J[T

final
bly had two shots left for
for their final
defense.
Again Camacho's infantry line shot
down many of the French soldiers, but
the invaders who were now prepared,
Camaclosed up their ranks and forced Cama
no time
cho's men to retreat. There was no
to
to reload a rifle so it was now a hand to

forty years ago.
While some soldiers with rifles began
picking offFrench
offFrench soldiers, others came
down on the invaders with machetes
waving fiercely over their heads. The
French general seeing his men in a trap
retreat.
to retreat.
·finally ordered them to
The Mexican casualties were taken to
the church where an infirmary had been
set up by the women and a few priests
who sympathized with the Mexican
cause. From his vantage point on the
wall, Zaragoza viewed the battleground.
battleground
About eight hundred French men lay
dying and dead on the battlefield and in
the
He then
then turned
turned towards
trenches. He
the trenches.

Diaz who stood next to him . "You
know they are going to assault us again,"
Zaragoza said.
"I know," Diaz replied as he looked
out beyond the littered horizon. CapCap
tain Camacho then reported that he still
had twenty four capable infantry men
liad
with a half measure of gun powder and
lead balls. Suddenly, just as -they
they sussus
pected, the French invaders appeared
in the horizon marching towards the
Cerro de Guadalupe. As Zaragoza's
two brigades went out to meet the
enemy, the general looked back at the
fortified city and saw many women and
older children on the wall with muskets
proba-.
eastward. Many
of them proba
Many.of_
poised_ eastwa!"(i.
.poised

combat' with machetes clanging
hand combat
General
against bayonet Suddenly General
out and
Diaz' second brigade charged out
French
the French
With the
flanked the invaders. With
surrounded, their general finally called
called
pursuit.
a retreat with Diaz in pursuit.
The Mexican troops returned to the
city in triumph. The church bells rang

is proud
to sponsor
the following

Fiestas
MAY
May17
Our Lady of Guadalupe
San Bernardino
May31
Holy Rosary
San Bernardino

JUNE
June&
Christ The King
San Bernardino

JULY
July 17-19
Our Lady of Guadalupe
San Bernardino
July 17-19
St. Mary's
Fontana
July 25-26
Immaculate Conception
Colton

II out loudly and the magnolia flowers
solout loudly and the magnolia flowers

that were intended for the French sol
. diers were now tossed out before the
Zara-goza and his
· victorious General Zaragoza
people ofPuebla celebrated
d
ThepeopleofPueblacelebrate
· troops. The
this
miraculous
triumph
for
it
was
the
nuraculous
'
greatest victory for the Mexican people
who fought for their country.
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which have already provided a measure
ofleadership
of leadership in a broad based spectrum
of achievement
In her survey, she polled 22 males
and 13 females who were already eses
jn education, government,
tablished in
media, business, law, medicine, law
enforcement, and in the political community. The idea was to plomb the
muivity.
depth of each individual and to extract
sucthose attributes common to their suc
cess. In doing so, Ms. Espino sought to
find and correlate her social research
into some meaningful and composite
picture which may provide those insides
necessary to meet the challenges of the
year 2000 and beyond.
The respondents to Ms. Espinos
questionnaire identified a positive culcul
tural identity which began early in life
and continued into their youth.
in
One common denominator was involvement. Involvement or the innate
need to participate and surfacing with
participation in school activities, sports,
music, and youth organizations and
religion. Such involvements followed
the respondents into their adult lives.
inExpectations, are a broad brushed in
fluence expressed from childhood well
.into
into adult life. The depth to which exex
pectations begin, begin at home and
continue into the schoolroom. A teacher
who can mentor students can instill the
awareness and build on self expectation
and esteem. Ms. Espino's survey afaf
firmed in her conclusion:
"The Hispanic leaders believed all
moti·vated at an early
youth have to be motivated
age to set higher educational goals and
it begins with the parents and teachers.
If it is absent, then the extended family,
friends or youth organizations must fill
the void."
Leaders stressed the importance of
expanding and nurturing individual
comcommitment to education and com
involvement
munity involvement.
Ms. Espino sums up her thesis by
making recommendations to encourage
higher educational objectives. She adad
vocates that Hispanics must arrogate
their expression for leadership at local
as well as state levels. The same must
be pursued not only at political levels,
but in the fields of education, business
and the professions.
In reviewing Ms. Espino~
Espino^ss profile we
see similarities in other people who
have migrated to the United States.
tum of the century and the
During the turn
indusheadlong rush into the path of indus
trialization, we can, by observing those
ethnic groups who have crossed the
bridge, and grasped the social rungs,
exrun very parallel to the Hispanic ex
pression. One obvious problem between
early European immigrants and the
migrants from Mexico is that once the
industrial demand was satisfied EuroEuro
.pean
pean migrants slowed to a trickle and
began the long road to assimilation into

their newly adopted setting.
Mrs. Espino states that the continucontinu
border
contiguous
a
across
ous stream
of Southern California and Mexico, is
. additive to the migrants social ~ilemma
dilemma
ofenculturation.
enculturatioa Tremendous pressures
ai:e
are being put at the bottom rung of the
social ladder and not enough downward
outreach by those successful Hispanics
to make the next rung somewhat easier
grasp.
to grasp.
to
The Irish are an excellent example in
miscegetheir desire for assimilation, miscege
nation into the new social atmosphere.
Although early Irish immigrants sufsuf
fered discrimination by the dominant
English in early day Boston, the Irish
eventually blended into every strata of
society. The Irish and other immigrants
in many cases suffered deprivation so
that they could save and send enough
'passage' money to friends and relatives
so that they might come to the new
country. Many Mexican immigrants do
so also.

" 22 males and 13 females were
only a minority of expression of
those who are actively working
botto reach downward to the bot
tom rung of the ladder and hold
out their hand to help someone."

parental involvement at all levels of pointed out that the 22 males and 13
only a minority of exex
education. A sort of total parental imim females were 6nly
actively
are
who
those
of
pression
mersion in such things as the school
P.T.A. and school related activities. working to reach downward to the
Mrs. Espino further explained that in bottom rung of the ladder and hold out
Latino families, their hand to help someone. She agreed
some newly arrived Latirx)
they are forced in placing heavy emem that more participation was sorely
phasis on making a bare living and thus needed. She replied: "after all we are
detracts from the needs of their children. out brothers keepers!"
Mrs. Espino sums up in her abstract:
"Role models and mentors were
...more participation was sorely
...more
considered effective moving forces
needed. She replied: "After all
for youth. Successful Hispanic adults
we are our brothers keepers!"
who have achieved high positions in
the workforce need to help educate
and lead youth to aspire. The leaders
Elsewhere in todays speEditors Note: Elsewhere
spe
feltfelt that there is a large Hispanic
cial editor for Cinco De Mayo, is a
vo"educational" group that is not vo
profile ofa young man who is reflective
knowlcalizing not transferring its knowl
Mrs.
say. Mrs.
to say.
had to
of what Mrs. Espino had
edge to effect change in the rest of
Espino herself is a third generation
the population. This group has to
Mexican. A family woman who raised
foster a sense of committnent
commitment and
and still
who worksfull
herfamily,
family,who
full time
timeandstill
reinvest their resources to advance
pursuits.
for her educationalpursuits.
finds timefor
the Hispanic agenda in the c~mmucommu
philosopherConfuciuswas
The Chinesephilosopher
Cotfucius was
ni ty, workforce and among the
nity,
oncepurported to exclaim: "Journey of
youth ... "
youth..."
step."
million miles begins with first step.”
In discussing her paper, Mrs. Espino step."

THE RESEARCH
ABOUT THE AUTHOR OF THE
Profile Study
study of Hispanic Leaders In San Bernardino County to
Analyze Developmental Similarities to be Emulated In
in Developing
Future Hispanic Leaders - By Patricia D. Espino

HisPublisher's Note: The Inland Empire //«the
to
panic
News
is
pleased
publish
article
Mrs. Espino points out one obvious
continuinx on
paxe one and continuing
startinx on page
starting
factor between European and the
paxes 6 and 7 in its special Cinco De Mayo
pages
Mexican migrant. In the case of the
exiracl ofa treatise
ar1icle is an extract
edi1ion. The article
edition.
newly arrived Mexican, male or female,
publicaJion
Pairicia D. Espino. This publication
Ms. Patricia
by Ms.
should he or she find some overriding extends it appreciation to Ms. Espino and
consideration or dissatisfaction with the
Mr. Michael Trujillo, Director of the UniUni
new, all they have to do is pack up and versity of California Cooperative Exten
ExtenBernarsion Service in the County of San Bernar
virtually walk back across the border.
The European had to think twice to dino, for their permission to utilize the
publication.
research data for publication.
make such a decision, and thus the
Eduis currently Edu
Espino,
Ms.
Patricia
D.
assimilate.
to
motivation
Execuand
Coordinator
Execu
occa- cational Services
The old argument surfaces occa
tive Secretary to the Director of the CoopCoop
sionally, "nature or nurture." Liberally
erative Extension Services, County of San
defined, is it our genetics th
thatt displays
Bernardino.
the propensity which propels someone
She has received a Certificate of Human
to excel into dominant positions of Resources Management from California
leadership or creativity? Is it the innate
State University, San Bernardino, and is
a senior in the University of
currently
and
sublimated,
is
which
aggressiveness
Redlands
Whitehead
Program to receive
at some point, bursts outward in self
Science
of
her
Bachelor
Degree in business
expression? Still others cling to the ·
Management
and
nurture position and tenaciously cling and Management
Ms. Espino's career has been primarily
to the concept of tending to the human
in the area of human services and public
garden by cultivation to produce all
relations. This has been of mutual benefit to
those attributes we value so highly.
her immediate family in the responsibility
Others may see the answer to the human of raising, along with her husband, four
condition as a combination of nature
19and IS.During
children,nowages25,23,
children,
nowages 25,23,19and
15. During
and nurture. Perhaps it is so. When at an
the past 25 years, she has always been
cogni7.ant
cognizant of the importance of child dede
dis
early age we see a youngster who dishowever,
This,
velopmentandinvolvement.
velopment
and
involvement.
howev»,
plays an unusual trait of creativity, the
h'er
had not been the case with parents of her
parents must build upon and recognize
She
children's
school
peers.
has
watched
the potential of their offspring. Parents
edumany of those peers fall into serious edu
acawho do not have the wherewithal aca
cational, emotional, and drug-related
demically or the financial resources
problems. Some came to her for parental
must reach out for assistance. RecogRecog
advise and support when it was not there
nition of self expression in a child is the
from their own parents. Ms. Espino's interest
first step.
bettennent of children
in the welfare and betterment
In a recent conversation with Mrs.
perhas grown in recent years because of per
sonally seeing the disintegration of the
Espino, she stressed the importance of

family unit, the lack of basic values in
youth, and especially the low ambitions of
many youth members of her extended
family and friends. The opportunity to
survey the visions of Hispanic leaders was
of immense interest because she was aware
that these leaders would offer insight as to
what made a difference in their lives to
motivate them to higher achievement Ms.
Espino believes that it is becoming more
and more difficult to parent children. She
has two of her
h^ four children still at home as
they are in their teen years. They are at a
stage in their lives where parental guidance
and decisions they make are paramount to
inforfuture life successes. The research infor
mation would be welcomed as guideline
popu
for herself and others in the Hispanic popuat
lation in strengthening those cultural attributes considered positive and cmecting
correcting
any which may be negative. The research
information
infonnation would also offer a direction in
setting goals for her
her, work-related activities
in bringing an awareness of Cooperative
Extension programming to IJispanic
Hispanic youth
partici
and families and encouraging their participation.
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-Thirty-F
Thirty-Five
Hispanicc Leaders in
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Ruben S. Ayala
Callromia
California Stace
State
Senator • 341h
34th Dlstrld
District

M111'111
Marta Madu
Macias Brown
Dlslrlct
Press Secy.
SeQT. &
St Asst.
Asst District
ror
Admlnlstralor for
Administrator
Congrasman George Brown
Congressman

\

Elisa Diaz, Board Member San
Cily Unified
Bernardino City
Unified
School Board or
of Education

Chanz, President
Mary Chavez,
s1nron1a Me:xic:ana
Sinfonia
Mexicana Assodalloa
Association

Abri~ BoardRay Abril,
Board Member
Colton Unified School Board
orEducaUon
of
Education

• Ray Cadena, Administrative
lo County Supenisor
Assistant to
Supervisor
Robert Hammock

Affairs
Irene Coyazo, Public Aflhirs
Callrornia
or California
Olllcer,
Officer, State of
Transport■ Uon Department
Transportation

Joe
or Trustees
Baca, Board of
Joe Baca,
San Bernardino
Bernardino Community
Community
San
College Dislrld
District

Tony
President
Chavez, President
Tony Chavez,
Hispanic
or
Chamber of
Hispanic Chamber
Commerce

Aurelio De La Torre, Director
San Bernardino County
Purchasing Department

II.
H. Frank Dominguez
President, Vanir Development
Company

/
'

Esther Estrada, Councilwoman
City of San Bernardino

President
Carda President
Ernest Garcia
Dr. Ernest
Dr.
Industries/Emeritus
K-Dome Industries/EImeritus
K*Dome
Cal.
Ed, Cat
ol Ed.,
orthe
Dean of
the School of
Univ, S.B.
Stale,
State, Univ.,

Inro.
Ext. Info.
Carda, Ext.
Marielena Garcia,
Marielena
Ext.
CooperativeExt.
UCCooperative
Spe,:ialisl,UC
Specialist,
County
San Bernardino County

Assistant
Admin. Assistant
Gil, Admin.
Rebecca Gil,
Rebecca
Ceruld
Stale
Assemblymun Gerald
Stute Assemblyman
.aves
fEaves

Publisher
Gomez, Publisher
Graciano.Gomez,
Graciano
News
Hispanic News
Hispanic

Manager
Olllc:e Manager
Gomez, Oflke
Trlnl Gomez,
Trini
News
HispanicNews
Hispanic

President
Gomez, President
Luis Gomez,
Dr. Luis
Dr.
College
Hills College
CraHon
Crafton Hills

.J

.I, .
Alfredo
Alrredo Gonzalez, Vice
President, Radio Stallon
Station
KCAL
KCAL

G!6llaMacias<Harrison,PubL/
Glotla Madu-Harrison, PublJ
Colton
Chicano, Colton
El Chicano,
Owner, El
Owner,
Humanilles
Courier; Chair, Humanities
Co1Jeae
Dept., S. B. Valley College
Dept,

Rachel
Krasney
Mendoza Krasney
Rachel Mendoza
Clerk
City Clerk
Bernardino City
San Bernardino
San

Dir,
Dr. Armando Navarro, Dir.,
Institute for
ror Social Justice
or Ethnic Studies,
Pror. of
Asst. Prof,
Asst
Cailrornia,
or California,
Univers ily of
University
Riverside

Ralph Hernandez, Councilman
City or
of San Bernardino

Esther Mata, President
Hlspanjc Roundtable
Hispanic

Diredor
Auguslln Rios, Director
Augustin
EOP •- Crafton
Craflon Hills ColJeae
CoUege

J

Frank Gonzales, Mayor
Collon
City or
of Colton

Dr. Juan Gonzalez, Vice
President,
President California Stale
State
Bernard.loo
UniYUSlty, San Bernardino
University,

uarez
Carlos JJuarez
Altomey .
Attorney
San Bernardino

Fidel
Art
Alt Milian, Field
ror County
Represa,11111..,
Representative for
CtMinty
Barllara Cram
Supervisor Barbara
Riordan
Rimxlan

Dr. Tom Rivera, Associate
Alfain, Educ.
Dean, Academic Affairs,
Univ,
Support Srvs. Cal. Stace
State Unlv.,
San Bernardino

Sosa
Dr.
ManuelaSosa
Dr.Manuela
Dentist
Riverside
RiversideDentist
Advocate
EducallonAdvocate
·Education

!l-fichaei
Michael Trujillo, County
Dlredor, Univ. or
Director,
of California
Coopenilive
Cooperative Ext.,
Ext, Imperial &
&
San Bernardino Counties
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p
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Affairs
Public Affairs
Ulloa, Public
Gus
Gus UUoa,
Bernardino
San Bernardino
Officer,
Officer, San
Sherill'
CountySheriff
County

Vuqua, Coordinator
Fninces
Frances Vasquez,
Mlnority/WMinority/Women Business •
Cont.
Cont eomp11ance,-s.B.
Compliance, S.B. County
Purchaslnc
Purchasing o.i--,,t
Departmmit

Adalnlltratl,,e
Ray Quinto, Administrative
Olllc:er, Rnarcb
Officer,
Research Sema
Service
Unda Veterans
Loma Linda
Admlnlstralloa
Admlnistrathm
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Riversid
Riverside
Friday, May 11
Villegas Community Center
7398 Emerald, Riverside, Info: (714) 351-6142
Softball Tournament
0:OOpm
6:00pm - 1
10:00pm
Double Elimination
Commerce
Hispanic Chamber of
R_aincross Square
Riverside Convention Center Raincross
3443 Orange Street, Riverside (714) 787-7950
6:00pm - 11:00pm
Carnival
Food - Booths - Games
Entertainment: Main Street
8:30pm
Internacional De Estrellas"
"Consierto Intemacional

Saturday, May 2
Padres Unidos de Norte Vista & Arlanza Community Center
7950 Philbin Avenue

2:00pm - 3:00pm
3:00pm - 4:00pm
4:00pm - 5:00pm
5:00pm -6:00pm
- 6:00pm
6:00pm - 7:00pm
7:00pm - 9:00pm

Pifiata Party
&
Posting of the American &
Mexican Flags
Welcome/Bienvenida
Welcomc/Bienvenida
Introduction of Candidates
for Queen
Mariachis
Ballet Folkloiico
Folklorico de Arlanza
Xipe Totex Aztec Dancers
History of Cinco de Mayo
D.J. Music - Crowning Queen
Dance/Baile - Raffle/Rifa

Hispanic Chamber of Commerce
Noon - 1
10:00pm
Second Stage Entertainment
0:OOpm
Sefiorita Riverside Pageant
Senorita
Taco War Ill
III
Food - Game Booths - Carnival Rides
UCR Chicano Student Programs
900 University Avenue (714) 787-3821
'
9:00am - 3:00pm
Migrant
Students
Education conference
Education"
"Open Your Doors to the Future with Education”

■i

.-

■_

-i
-

Riversi
Riversil

'"““rivi

Villegas Community Center
9:00am
9:00am
9;00am
1:00pm

■c .

V -: ; iv

Noon - 1:00pm ••
. 2:00pm
1:00pm --2:00pm

(k

Calendar of A

Centro de Ninos
Niiios
4525 Victoria Avenue .(714)
(714) 683-8935
Noon
Festival Opens
Ninos
Folklorico Centro de Niftos
:()()pm - 2:00pm
11:00pm
,
Announcement of King & Queen
Show
Talent Show
Talent
2:00pm - 3:00pm
Folklorico
3:(X)pm - 5:00pm
Ballet
Ballet Folklorico
3:00pm
Cultural De San Bernardino
Mariachi - San Martin
5:00pm - 8:00pm
'fe-'
Music
8:00pm - 11
11:00pm
Live
Live Music
:OOpm
11:00pm
Festival
Cosing
Festival Qosing
:()()pm
11

9:(X)pm
. 1:00pm --9:00pm

Softball Tournament
Soccer Tournament
Parade (begins at Madison
Avenue to Villegas Park)
Avenue
Fiesta - Entertainment
G~es, Food
Booths, Games,

Sunday, May 3
Hispanic Chamber of Commerce
Noon - 7:00pm

"Children's
"Children’s Fiesta Day"
"Fiesta Para Los Ninos"
Entertainment: 99.1 KGGI Family Fiesta
Free Admission
Admissipn - Dance/Baile - Lighter Shade of
Brown - Angelica - Kid Frost - South Central Cartel
Latin Society & other Special Guests
Arts and Crafts - Food - Booths - Carnival Rides

Villegas Community Center
9:00am
Softball
Tournament
SoftballTournament
Fiesta
Noon - 8:00pm
Fiesta
Games - Food - Entertainment

-15

Monday, May 4
UCR Chicano Student Programs
Discussion and Showing of "Yo Soy Joaquin"
Guest: Dr. Alicia Arrizon
Riverside Community College Mecha
4800 Magnolia Avenue (714) 684-3240
11:00am

Noon

Cortes
Speaker: Dr. Carlos Cort6s
Department of History, UCR
Hall, RCC
Me
Mc Dermont HaU,
Luncheon Buffet
Cafeteria Patio

Tuesday, May 5
S
RCC Mecha
Noon

12:15

Entertainment:
Los Halcones
UCR ·Ballet
Ballet Folklorico
Contests: El Grito
JalapeS
Jalapeo Eating Contest
RCC Quadrangle

UCR Chicano Student Programs
.
lfl, Speaker
Cinco de Mayo .Luncheon
Luncheon &
Identity"
"Cinco de Mayo and the Politics of Identity”
Chicano Film Festival
"500 Years of Chicano History" -"Mujeres de Aztlan" -"Desde la tumba de
.
Moctezuma"
Speaker: Danny Jacobo - UCLA School of Film

Budweiser
KING OF BEERS.

■1

---
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Mayo Fiesta

f99S^

ivities
ivities

San Bernardino

199211

ednesday, May 6
i^ednesday,
CR Chicano Student Programs
Troupe:
medy Troupe:
omedy
issues
nited Chicano Resistance An all student comedy group addressing issues
Community
Chicano/Latino
the
fecting

COLTON

CC Mecha
Avenue, Info: 684-3240
00 Magnolia Avenue,
sOO
11:00am
Noon
Noon
1:00pm

Speaker: Linda Alvarez-CBS
Luncheon Buffet
Avenue
Car Club:
Qub: Riverside Avenue

ursday, May 7
hursday,
CC Mecha

Entertainment: MARIMBA
Games Contests:
Limbo, Balloon Toss & Pop
Speaker: Jaime Escalante
(not confirmed)

11:45am
12:30pm
6:00pm
6:(X)pm

A Family & Community
Celebration
Friday, May 1 - 7PM - 9 PM
Queens Coronation
Fleming Park (F and La Cadena)

Saturday, May 22-Noon
- Noon --9
9 PM
Fiesta
(E & Mt. Vernon)
Parle
Municipal Park
I
May
2&3
May2&3
Softball Tornament
Co-ed Slow pitch

CR Chicano Student Programs
.. .
peaker:
Barbara
aker: Dr. Antonia Castaneda - Chicano Studies, UC Santa Barbar
Moviniento"
El
En
"Mujeres

iday, May8
riday,
May 8
Studdnt Programs
~rograms
CR Chicano Stud~nt
^iesta
CommonsIDia De Las Madres Celebration"
tfte Commons/Dia
iesta in the
CR Ballet
BaUet Folklorico ·
Piflatas
lariachis - Pifiatas

5:00 - 7:00 Social Hour (free antojitos)
6:00- 8:00 Coronation of Cinco De
Mayo Queen
J:00 - 12:00 Dance to the Music of
S:00
'After Seven"
Se~en"
rAfter
~ay2
May 2
10:00 - 12:00 Noon Parade begins.
l0:00
Participants .will line up at Sheridan
rarticipants
ark. The parade will travel east on
tPark.
Sixth Street to
to.Corona City Park.
~iJcth
12:00 - 12:30 Opening ceremonies.
ceremonies,
~2:00
[ntroduction of Queen and her Court,
µitroduction
Stand Marshal, Honorary Grand MarMar
Grand
VIP~s. Parade entry winners trophy
hal, VIP's.
fshal,
.
jresentations.
resentations.
~
l:00-3:00LiveBroadcastfiomKWRM
KWRM
l:00-3:00LiveBroadcastfrom
adio Mexico at Bandshell. Including
radio
ive
ve entertainment by Mariachi Band,
~

ty of Ontario's Cinco De Mayo
City
The Ci
on Sunday,
Fiesta will be presented on
(betweeaC
Avenue (between
May 3rd. on Euclid Avenue
C
·&
& E Street.

This celebration will continue from
spon11 :00
:(X) am to 6:(X)
6:00 pm. It is being spon
sored by the United Hispanic Chamber
of Commerce. For further information
please call 984-6877.

Corona
pril 25
fVpril
25

- ontario
Ontario

Singers, Dancers, and Musical groups.
1:00 - 5:00 Two additional stages
throughout park will have performances
groups. Rock
from Ballet folklorico groups,
Bands, Mexican music, demonstration
by youth groups.
3:00 - 3:30 Grand Prize Drawing. 1st
$1,(XX), 2nd prize $300.00
prize $1,000,
per3:30 - 6:00 Conjunto Mexicano to per
•
Bandshell
at
form

FONTANA
Fontana
Fontana Hispanic
Hispanic
Commerce
Chamber
Chamber of
of Commerce
May 3, 10:00 AM - 8:00 PM
Miller Park, Arrow & Mango
Fontana
Contact: Taty Lozado (714) 823-0044 ·

2, 1992
May 2,1992
Sat. May
Sat.
2 p.m. - Santos Rodriguez Y Su Suave
Show Band
3:30 p.m. - Las Chicas Del Barrio
4 p.m. - La Familia Ruiz
5 p.m. - Los Kiwis
Las
6 p.m. - Ballet Folklorico, Las
Amapolitas
6:15 p.m. - Los Kiwis
Ruben
7 p.m. - Mariachi Zacatecas •• Ruben
Nieto • Martha Susana • Juan Manuel
Latigo•• Juanito
Gonzalez•• Maria Elena Latigo
Gonzalez
Contreras
Las
8 p.m. - Ballet Folklorico Las
Amapolitas
8:30 p.m. - Mariachi Zacatecas • Oscar
Hernamos
Los Hemamos
Juai:i Y Laura Los
Jimenez • Juan
Zaizar
Sun. May 3,1992
3, 1992
2 p.m. - Santos Rodriguez Y Su Suave
Show Band
3:30 p.m. - Las Chicas Del Barrio
4 p.m. - La Familia Ruiz
p.m. - Los Kiwis
5 p.m.
6 p.m. Ballet Folklorico Las Amapolitas
6:15
6: fs p.m. - Los Kiwis
7 p.m. - Mariachi Zacatecas • Ruben
Nieto • Martha Susana
Susaria • Juan Manuel
Latigo•• Juanito
Gonzalez
Gonzalez•• Maria Elena Latigo
Contreras
p.m . - Ballet Folklorico Las
8 p.m.
Amapolitas
8:30 p.m. - Mariachi Zacatecas • Okar
Oscar
Jimenez • Juna Y Laura Los Hermanos
Zaizar

>

Oi

•

O

•
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hitwith
e" Program hit
Colton "Cop·
"Cop a1iAttitud
ari Attitude"
with students
were impressed with
The students we~
deWhen Colton police officers de
Drug Abuse
Corvette,
department’s
scended upon Rogers Elementary the department's
moand on Reche Canyon Resistance Education van, traffic mo
School on April 15 andonRecheCanyon
Elementary School March 18, students torcycles, detective's car and black and
and staff members weren't frightened. white patrol units, said Reche Canyon
The visits were the first two in the Principal Gary Roberts.
The youngsters also gave their vocal
Attitude” program developed
"Cop an Attitude"
by· yelling into micromicro
by the Colton Police Department to cords a workout by
statements,
police
stereotypical
phones
.
help students gain a better understand
understand· like "Get your hands up! You're under
ing of law enforcement practices.
.
,
Fourth, fifth and sixth grade students arrest!"
Represdritatives from investigations,
Represe'rltatjves
talked to officers and were able to see
S WAT
AT
communicati6I'l'S, DARE and the SW
and touch 13 police vehicles parked on communicatibhS,

officers discussed skills required to enter
field:· .
the law enforcement field.
"They are working with students to
help them gain a better understanding
of what goes on at the Colton Police
sis," said
Department on a day-to-day basis,"
Departmentonaday-to-dayba
Community Relations Officer Barbara
Bratton.
will~
The Cop an Attitude program will
be
schools,
Colton
in
feature
a monthly feamre
folBratton said. The visits serve as a fol
reinstruction that students re
low-up to instmction
ceive through the DARE program.

·'*

Is a hit with
"Cop Corvette" is
elementary students.

team also visited the campuses. The

the school grounds.

'' t* .

.

CONGRESSMAN
CONGRESSMAN

~ I.

GEORGE E.
BROWN

A
rrowhead UNITEDUnited WAY
Way
ARROWHEAD
..,.

•

·.I

~

-

•

Celebrating 100 Years
faring cgnd
gbd Coring
Caring
Vears of S,tioring

"CINCoEn"deste
EMAYO"

Saluda Los Miembros
De Lo
La Comunidod
Comunidad Hispono
Hispana

"CINCO DE MAYO"

CINCO DE MAYO
CELEBRACION
N
CELEBRACIO

--

•

_

Para dar lo mejor de nosotros.™

George E;
Brown
..

deseo unirme a la
communidad Hispana en
para
ce·1·ebraci6n para
la ·, celebracion
la
conmemorar la Batalla de
Puebla y a los heroes que
· dieron sus
su*s vidas.
..........

......

a-felicitacione s a
' Mis felicitaciones
todo el pueblo Mexicano
del
en la celebracion dei

...

Cinco
Cinco de
de Mayo
Mayo
THE POWER IS ON

Raquel Krasney
City Clerk
-/V

. San Bernardino

Takes pride in saluting
saiuting the
Hispanic Community .
on the occasion of

Cinco
Cinco de
de Mayo
Mayo
Celebration
. in
Honor of Mexican.
Mexican
ce
Independen
Independence

Sheriff Dick Williams and Staff
staff
Join the Hispanic Community

In Celebrating

Cinco De Mayo
______ -________________________

11____
11
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John
Ramirez
Cuevas Ramirez
John Cuevas

The Future is in Good Hands

Congressional Gold
John Cuevas Ramirez, center, receives Congressionai
Goid Medal.
Medai.
Wallop, R, Wyoming and Sen. Charles
Malcolm Waiiop,
Charies
Pictured with Sen. Maicoim
Robb, D, Virginia.
By Leonard A. Goymerac
Age often confers upon the older
person the ability to recognize developing quality’s
quality's in children at various
levels of their growth. We rejoice in
their achievement when a little one recites a poem or when we witness a
young man or woman with their gown
and mortar board at graduation from

for the last final I would ever take at
USCD, I took a walk alone on the
beach. There was a full moon out, and
the ocean was making its usual soothing sounds. 1I remembered that John
'The wanderer enjoys
said, The
Muir once said.
the freedom and glory of God's wilderness ... wherever we go into the mounness...
tains or indeed in any of God's
seek.•"
wildfields, we find more than we seek.'"

to
seems to
he seems
graduation he
John's graduation
After John’s
college or a university.
After
reflection.
Muir's reflection,
John Cuevas Ramirez, son of Juan be following John Muir’s
and
Emma Ramirez of
Redlands reflects John landed a Fellowship with the
fRedlandsreflects
andEmmaRamirezo
those very traits of achievement that prestigious CORO Foundation in Los
must have appeared very early in life. Angeles. The CORO program states:
John’s
John's involvements began in his home "The rigorous program is unconvenstandards.
town of Redlands where he excelled not
not- tional by traditional academic standards,
only in academics but sports. John was Participants have the opportunity to
listed in Who’s
Who's Who Among American test and develop their individual capaHigh Schobl
School Students for two con- bilities for public affairs leadership
secutive years. John’s
John's interests spread while they examine first-hand the
ereacross
a rainbow of activities
at Redlands people and processes involved in cretivitiesatRedlands
acrossai:ainbowofac
Senior High School. In sports he was ating public policy."
All-CitrusBeltinbasketballandselected
Last summer John served in the inAll-CitrusBeltinbasketballandselected
ternship program at the Washington
as MVP and co-captain.
temship
John
graduated in June
of 1991 from Center in Washington, D.C. Highest
neof1991
JohngraduatedinJu
the University of California at San Di- Recognition for John came
cam·e when he
ego where his involvement and par- was nominated for a prestigious Gold
ticipation were once again spread across Congressional award. The award reca spectrum from his freshman to his ognized his outstanding commitment
senior year. He was elected USCD to voluntary community service, John
student body president representing accumulated over eight hundred hours
14,000 students, responsible for the of service. Ramirez was nominated by
maintenance of the student body o^roper- Rep. John Bates of the 44th Congresating budget of $600,000. Member of sional District John was sponsored by
the Muir Cultural Society; member of American Legion Post 650, and by the
MECHA, assisting in budgeting pro- Fraternal Order of Eagles to make the
o~er to receive
posals, inspecting campus policies and trip to Washington in order
helped formulate recommendations and the award.
recruitment programs.
John will complete his fellowship at
I'm
Upon graduation from USCD last the Coro Foundation in June and I’m
rdinMuir's"God's
year, John delivered the student comsure
he
will
go
forward
in
Muir’s
"God’s
surehewillgoforwa
·
com-.
mencement address. In his speech he wilderness" and
find more than heseeks.
seeks,
andfindmorethanhe
man's future.
related: "Last week, as I was preparing it
a young man’s
It is a portrait of a_

16
"Walk With Life" Set for May
orgamzat1ons des-

non-profit organizations desties and non-protit
event
the event
of the
participants of
by participants
ignated by
ignated
Individuals and corporations can
register
calling
bycalling
Life'by
WithLife’
'WalkWith
for 'Walk
registerfor
Diana Eads at Life Savings Bank at
All profits (100 percent) go to chari- (714) 886-9751.

Life Savings Bank, FSB, is co-sponLife'
soring its third annual 'Walk With Life’
fund raising event on May 16, 7:30
a.m.,
Bernardino.
Cal State San Bernardino.
at Cal
a.m. , at

nt_Set For
ed Mass for Law Enforceme
R·
Red
Enforcement
an Center in Riverside
May 6 at Newm.
Newman
Riverside
SAN BERNARDINO - Members of
the legal, judicial and law-enforcement
communities in the Diocese of San
p.m.,
Bernardino will gather at 6:30 p.m..
May 6, at St. Andrew Newman Center
diocese's
in Riverside to celebrate the diocese’s
Mass.
Red
annual
second
The Red Mass, a Catholic tradition
dating back to 13th-·
13 th- and 14th-centu·ry
14th-century
Britain and France, is an opportunity
~mmunity
for those members of .the
the community
interpretawho deal with the exercise, interpreta
tion and execution of the law, to gather
place within
togetherandto
jheirplace
together and to realizeJ:heir
framework of society.
the larger moral framewoik
year's Mass is being celebrated
_This year’s
in tribute to Linda Maynes, a nonCatholic attorney who put a great deal
of time and enbrgy
celebrition
energy into fhee celebration
of the first Red Mass held April 24,
1991 . Maynes died of breast cancer on
1991.
Feb. 5.
schedBishop Phillip E. Straling is sched
uled to preside at the Mass, with Jesuit
O'Malley, president
Father Thomas P. O’Malley,
of Loyola Marymount University in

Los Angeles, set to give the homily.
Expected to be in attendance at the
Mass and to give a short talk at the
Hon.
reception to follow the Mass is the Hon.
Edward A. Panelli, associate justice of
the California Supreme Court.
attorAll judges - sitting or retired - attor
and
secretaries,
neys, paralegals, legal
law-enforcement officers and their
families - whether Catholic or not - are
invited to attend the Mass.
The Red Mass, which began in
Britain around the time of the reign of
King Edward I (who held the throne
from 1272 to 1307) and in France at
roughly the same time, receives its name
prefrom the color which historically pre
a
Being
celebration.
the
dominates
floly Spirit, the
votive Mass of the Holy
-votive
liturgical color is red. The legal eduedu
cators and justices who attended the
Mass in late Medieval and Renaissance
times wore red robes.
For further information on the Mass,
call Cynthia Ludvigsen at (714) 8856820.

('16)445-951114 • (»lt)445-U«*
Stale
2M2 • Sacramenlo,
s.:ra--ia, CA *SII14
C.pllol Room
Slate Capital

RUBEN S. AYALA
SE:'IIATOR
STATE SENATOR
Calllfornla Legislature
Thirty-Fourth Senatorial District • California

<-)

~ zv·-"•-s-,..

'

·

/\REI\
HRNI\RDINO AREA
SI\N BERNARDINO
SAN
l'roe
Toll Free
Toll
SM-9'ZZ
(8M> 594-9422
134-'822
C-)
(SM)S34-9822

onict:
DISTRICT OFFICE
DISTHICT
· Avenue, Suite 1M
r«H*r
RnnchuCucamunfpi,
CA 9173#
c uca-Cl\'17:M
.........
-2
C714) (714)
4<>4>6882

1

NENTE
l<AISER PERIVl.t\
1~~ KAI5ER
PERMANEMTE

~
II

lrt~1111
III iiil
nil

nil
I

Program
Medical Care Program

'

·

Southern
Region
California Region
Southern · California

PERMANENTE
KAISER PERMANENTE
SALUTES THE
CINQO,DEJMAYO
CELEBRATION
ON
DE AYO CELEBRATI
CIN-~
The employees at Kaiser Permanenfe
Permanente Fontana Join with our
MA YO.
Hispanic neighbors In celebrating CINCO DE MAYO.

3000Zacapuaxtl as
groupof
On May
May5.1862,
of3000Zacapuaxtias
5, 1862, an extraordinary group
sfQnes;
Indians arrived
a"lved with nothing more than sticks and stones;
of 300 in
a!111y of300
Joined with
wifil General Ignacio Zaragoza and his army
defeating the French Army.
Today, a group of Kaiser employees (3645) have Joined the
late (Henry J. Kaiser and Dr. Sidney Garfield) to form a
a team
opporproviding quality
qualify health care and equal employment oppor
Community.
tunity to the Inland Empire
We salute with pride the heroism, and acknowledge the
historical importance of the celebration of Cinco de Mayo.

For more information on career opportunities at Kaiser
Permanente Fontana, call the 24-hour job line (714) 427-5166,
or if you have questions, or require further information, call
(714) 427-7731.
(714)427-7731.

Is located at
The Personnel Office is
16994 E. Valley Blvd.,
Blvd.,
Fontana, 92335.
Opportunity/ Affirmative Action Employer.
a re an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative
We are
Empioyer.

~

i

i

I

I

I

I
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WOMEN AND BUSINESS EXPO

~;N{f)~>
s‘

-C

c o de Mayo
~ . C i n Cinco
history of Mexicans
marks an important vlctoiy
victory in the histoiy
Mexican-Americans.
and Mexican-Americans.
celebra,tions
At Southern California Edison, we are prpud
proud to join the celebrations
success.
and share your commitment to continued success.

Ed ison
Cal ifo r ni a Edison
Southern California

CREATIVE ENERGY
l

LA CASITA CAFE
JERRY AND MARY CASlbLAS
CASILLAS ,
and all their staff
Salute the Hispanic Community
on this

Cinco de -Mayo
Mayo Celebration - and thank the community for their patronage
Between Court & 4th on "E" Street

Street
385 No. "E" street

888-4877.="
888-4877

9 AM to 6 PM

SERVICIOS LEGALES GRATIS
GRATIS
INLAND COUNTIES LEGAL SERVICES.
SERVICES
ceiebra con la comunidad latina
celebra

I

CINCO DE-~MAYO
:,n
3 ~. ~.
con 1(19.tesos
Sirviendo personas conlng^esos
civiies:
//
_bajos en estos casos civiles:
• Parar el abuso
abuse a la mujer
ilegales
• Desalojos llegales
•• Sostenimiento
• Custodia de Ninos
del Consumidor
• Asequranza
Fraudedel
As&quranza de Desempleo • Fraude
• Obtener
Obtenerasistenciapublica,
expul>
asistencia pub Ii ca, •• De la suspension Y expulestampi'llas de .comida, sion de , la juventud en la
estampillas
escuela.·
medi-cal, seguro social escuela
'
(SSI)
suplemento
Orden de restriccion
•vOrden

LLAME POR UN CITA
San Bernardino
714-884-8615

Victorville
619-241-7073_
619-241-7073

Montclair
714-624-9411

Riverside
42
714-683-77
714-683-7742

Bree Walker, KCBS
KCBS News,
News,
Speaker at May
May 15th
15th Business
Business

Keynote
Keynote
Expo
Expo

of responsibilities
a lot-of
ONTARIO, CA (March 31,1992)
31, 1992)-- who are juggling alot
award- and see how they do it," said Walker.
Bree Walker, co-anchor of award
The Inland Empire Business Journal
Thein/and
winning Los Angeles KCBS-TV
Channel 2 Action News, will be one of and Entrepreneurial Woman Magazine
the Keynote speakers at this year's are presenting this year's Women &
Expo,. which is dedicated to
Women & Business Expo on May 15 at Business Expo,
an- the enhancement of women's personal
the Riverside Convention Center, an
nounced Ingrid Anthony, managing growth and business opportunities in
editor of the Inland Empire Business the Inland Empire.
Anthony stated that for $79 a person,
Journal.
the
Expo is the best value available for
telearea's most popular tele
One of the area’s
literpersonalities, Walker has business women to network with liter
vision news personalities.
proreceived many professional honors and ally hundreds of other qualified pro
inplus
receive
valuable
in
fessionals,
awards, especially in the areas of child
care, disability rights and humane formation to increase their business
a .contiwill enjoy a,conti
treatment of animals. She also makes skills. Participants wiU
work.shops of
national speaking and tl!levision
television apap nental breakfast, three workshops
pearances to bring attention to these . their choice, luncheon, booth exhibits,
issues. She is part of the Action News at and, besides Feinstein and Walker, two
11:00 team that was named "Best other keynote speakers, including
Newscast" and won the local Emmy in world-renowned motivational speaker
GoldenMike
Awards Dayna Waitley and Tournament of
Mike Awards
1989, and won the Golden
Roses spokesperson Stephanie
in 1990.
Edwards.
will also introduce another Edwards.
Walker wiU
Dianne
conference keynote speaker,
To reserve space at the Women &
FranFeinstein, former mayor of San Fran
BusinessExpo
Expo 1992,ortoinquireabout
1992,orto inquire about
cisco and current U.S. senate candidate. Business
/ nland
"Women have to network together to · a booth sponsorship, call the Inland
(714)
Empire
Business
Journal,
{J14)
391al ways
promoteeachotherinbusiness.
promote each other in business. I always
itexhilarating
find it
exhilarating to meet new women 1015.

n, receives
Villa, Colto_
Andrew Villa,
Andrew
Colton,
receives
Scholarship
UC
UC Berkeley
Berkeley Scholarship
Andrew
Andrew Villa, a 1991 Colton High lastic records in their first term at BerSchool
$ 100 prize is awarded to the
been awarded the keley. The $100prize
has been
graduate, has
School graduate,
Edward Frank Kraft scholarship at the _top 100 students each year.
"This is one of Berkeley's most treaUniversity of California, Berkeley.
Villa, the son of Armando Villa and sured awards, and this year we are
Alice
Camboa, both
of Colton, was coCO- honored to include you in this very
both of
Alice Gamboa,
editor
of
Colton
High
School's
Pepper
editor of Colton High School's Pepper · special group of students," wrote Carol
Bough
of the Christ, provost and dean of the College
member of
newspaper, aa member
Bough newspaper,
badminton
Berkeley.
team, a semi-finalist in the of Letters and Science at UC Bericeley.
badminton team,
National
Hispanic
Scholar
Awards
Villa
is
working
toward
degree in
a
Villa
National Hispanic Scholar Awards
program
and
a
commended
student
in
history
withaminorincommumcations,
historywithaminorincommunications,
program and, a commended stµdent
the
National Merit Scholarship program,
ieacher
rogram. said his former journalism teacher
theNationalMeritScholarsbipp
The award was established in 1933 in
memory
ofEdwardFrankKrafttohonor
Edward Frank Kraft to honor
memory of
freshmen who attain the highest scho:
scho-

Patricia Ishida.
He received the award at a ceremony
on April 5. _

Attention Employers
Employers
The eqonomy
economy is improving!
Call us when you need a new
employee and Save Time and
Money
Come to our seminar on
In 1990's"
"Labor and Employment in
1990’s’
on May 12
For reservations call:

....

industry Council
City of San Bernardino Private Industry
Agency ·
and Employment and Training Agency
646 North Sierra Way
San Bernardino, CA 9241
92410O·
. (714)
(714) 888-7881
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tion Advice
ake Prepara
Earthquake
Preparation
Timely Earthqu
threat
Earthquakes are
arc a constant threat
any
throughout Southern California, and any
major
cause
to
one has the potential
home or
damage to your home
or apartment.
apartment.
Earthquake Preparedness Month is obob
riltocallattention
servedannuallyinAp
served annually in April
to call attention
to the need to "be ready."
~ Judi Battey, Gas Company district
manager, has some important suggessugges
the
reduce
help
to
do
to
things
for
tions
_
possibility of damage.
ageandinjuries
Mostearthquakedam
Mostearthquake diunage
and injuries
are a result of falling
faUing items. A large
bookcase topples over, spilling its load
hateverisbelow.
ofheavyitemsontow
of
heavy items onto what
ever is below.
Vases, dishes, photos fall off shelves.
Even heavy appliances can roll around
the room.
the
room.
The water heater tank, because it is
tall and heavy, particularly is susceptible
taU
to earth movement. If the water heater
ldit
a quake, not only could
it
topples during aquake,notonlycou
cause damage by striking something, it
could snap the water and gas supply

lines, and spill the water it contains.
With a few simple tools and supplies,
that heater tank can be made solid as a
rock. The 30 or 40 gallons of water that
all you will have for
be.all
it contains might be
outside water pipes and mains
days if outside-water
are snapped.
ertanksecurely
Fasten
the water heater
tank securely
Fastenthewaterheat
to the studs in the walls with heavy lag
bolts and metal plumber's
plumber’s tape which
surrounds the tank at the upper third and
lower third.
Movement during anearthquakemay
earthquake may
Movementduringan
also cause semi-rigid (like aluminum
tubing) gas appliance connectors to
break. Replace these with approved
ad
corrugated metal connectors of adequate length to prevent the connector
from being damaged in the event of
slight movement of the water heater or
other appliance.
ad
Another suggestion: have an adturning
justable wrench available for
· off the gas valve at the meter should it

be necessary following an earthquake.
The wrench should be a minimum
length of 12 inches and it should be
stored where everyone knows where it
is.

But, do not turn off the gas to your
home or apartment unless you smell
or hear escaping gas. Only a gas
company representative or a licensed
gas system
your gas
restore your
can restore
plumber can
system
and relight the pilot lights. It may be
several days and you could be without
gas needed for heating and cooking.
If you do suspect escaping gas, do
not turn
tum on electrical switches and do
not use matches or candles. If the leak
leak
yo may be _able to
is at an appliance, yofl
turn
tum off the gas at the valve for that
appliance.
a the
cannC1t stop the leak at
If you caimot
tum off the gas at the main
appliance, turn
quarter-tum
g~ meter. A quarter-turn
valve at the gas
on the valve will shut off all gas.

cular Disease Fundraiser
Neuromus
Neuromuscular
Fundraiser

-

RESUMES
A PROFESSIONAL RESUME
will help you get the job! Let
Let us
us
prepare your RESUME. Fast
professional
professional writing;
writing; low
low rates,
rates,
satisfaction
service,
excellent
excellent service, satisfaction
guaranteed.
guaranteed.
Free
Free pick-up
pick-up &
& delivery
delivery
(714) 881-4620

Restaurant will
WHO: Guadalaharry's Restaurant'
be sponsoring a Taco-A-Thon to benefit
the Muscular Dystrophy Association.

WHERE: Guadalaharry's Restaurant,
Bernar280 E. Hospitality Lane, San Bernar
dino, CA 92408, (714) 889-8555.

WHAT: Guadalaharry's/MD
Guadalaharry's/MDA
A TacoA-Thon. Ten teams to compete against
each other. Top Team who eats the most
Taco's wins tickets to Disneyland.
1992.12:00
ay 16,
WHEN: Saturday,May
16,1992.12K)0
WHEN:Saturday,M
p.m. -to
to ????????

WHY: To raise funds needed to aid
Calichildren and adults in Southern Cali
fornia who are battling neuromuscular
di$eases.
^seases.*

SB County Veterans
Affairs Office starts
4-day work week
schedule
In cooperation with the Commuter
AdServices Division of the County Ad
deministrative Office requests for de
partments to look for ways to cut down
pollution; the
on driving and reduce air pollution,
San Bernardino County Department of
will begin a four day
Veterans Affairs wiU
27.
work week April 27.
woric
Effective that day, employees in the
San Bernardino office, located at 175
West Fifth Street, will work 7 a.m. to
5:30 p.m. and the hours the office will .
be open to the public will be 7:30 a.m.
Monday-Thursday.
p.m ., Monday-Thursday.
- 4:30 p.m.,
addiThe public actually gains one addi
tional hour a week in open office hours.
"Compress work weeks are one of
the most effective means of reducing
employee trips, consequently we are
delighted that the Department ofVeteran
Affairs has taken the initiative to switch
week," said Commuter
work week,"
to a 4-10 woric
Pierce.
Services Manager Ken Pierce.
The operating hours for part-time
offices in Yucaipa, Twentynine Palms,
Yucca Valley and Needles, will be adad
justed on an individual basis. Those
times will be posted at each office. All
offices will be closed Friday of each

week.
week.

San Bernardino Valley College

Adult Re-entry Center
Invites you to attend

Moving Forward
1992
W~dnesday,
Wednesday, May 13,
13,1992
._
p.m.
:00 a.m. - 4:30
11
11:00
San Bernardino Valley College
701 S. Mt. Vernon Ave.
o
San Bernardino, ·cA
CA 9241
92410
(Liberal Arts Bulldlng)
Building)
Workshops • Resources
• Refreshments
Vocational Training lnfonnatlon
Information
Door Prizes

--~-'~
..~.,,,,8 Forwa

.

.

Wednesday, May 13, 1992
:00 a.m.
11
11:00
a.m. -- 4:30 p.m.

PiMe ldu.c
Education
atm

ascnmd
..•
...asoand
nt in .
invest1ne
investment

·Pann~s
Partn^s with the Hispanic
Employer
Employerss and serving
your needs_
needs,, we salute the
ty on
communi
community

Sde
5de Mayo
Mayo .
JOB TRAINING
TRAINING
ERSHIP
PARTN
PARTNERSHIP
PRIVATE INDUSTRY COUNCIL
of San Bernardino

SOP®""*®""'®'** Of Schools

195 N. Arrowhead
·195
San Bernardino, CA 9~410
92410
(714) 381-4136

1-JOBS
1-800-45
1-800-451-JOBS
.tr-"-

n·
Cinco De Mayo Editio
Edition

14
14

29, 1992
Wednesday, April 29,1992
Wednesday,

Inland Empire Hispanic News

Kids Against Crime Graffiti Cleanup

ified
Class
Classified
Para
Par.1 renta con opcion de compra,
localizada en 495 Electric Ave.,
Riverside, CA • Precio: $72000
con
donnitorios, 11 bano, con
1/2 acre, 4 dormitorios,
chimenea, completamente cercada.
Renta:
$740pormes.LlamaraHenry
mes.LlamaraHenry
Renta:$740por
al (818) 442-1064 de (PM a 5PM.

Tucson Mariachi Festival
April 24 thru 26th
Complete Package $275
Call 714/885-3663

Investors
3 B/R house for sale,
leased thru HUD.
Total Price $16,000
Call 714/885-3663

City of Colton
Executive Secretary
$2,485 - $3,020 month
Against
Laura Rivera, with Kids Against
perSecretary to City Manager, per
cleanup
graffiti
Crime Organization and
plex
esponsible,com
forming
highly responsible,
complex
fonninghighlyr
coordinator is seeking volunteers to
and confidential secretarial and adad
grafwork on a project for eradicating graf
ministrative duties. Qualifications:
The
fiti in the City of San Bernardino. The
responFour years of increasingly respon
9, 1992 and
project will begin on May 9,1992
experisible secretarial and clerical experi
every third weekend of each month for
ence. Word processing experience
the balance
balapce of the year with touch-ups
to
equivalent to
highly desirable. An equivalent
·
week.
during the week.
the completion of the twelfth grade
secresupplemented by specialized secre
Colton High School
tarial courses.
19'J2
6:(X) PM, May 11,
11,1992
Apply by 6:00
City of Colton Personnel Dept.
The Colton High School Library is
650N.
CA
N. La Cadepa Dr., Colton, CA
650
currently
hosting an exhibit of prints
92324
posters
"11te Impressionist
called The
and
370-51)99 AA/EOE
(714) 370-Sb99
twenty-one refeaturing twenty-one
Landscape," featuring
re
- - - - -.-. - - -.- - - - - , : Landscape,”
enoir,
orksofMonet,R
productionsofw
productions
of works
of Monet, Renoir,
Membership Development DiA
others. A
rectorwithnonprofitorganization.
Pissarro, Seurat, Manet, and others.
Rssarro,
rectorwithnonprofitorganization.
Addiavailable.
is
Hiring
Range:
$22,924-$24,667
leaflet
descriptive
7
leaflet
is
available.
Addi
$22,924-$24,66
Hiting Rante:
Impressources on
Degree
reference sources
tional reference
tional
on Impres
Degree preferred. Experience in
~ available
artists are
volunteer
sionist art and artists
are tdso
available
volunteer management helpful.
CaU
Call 783-2440 or 825-8640.
,
EEO/AA

At the end of the project a picnic will
be held for all the volunteers in appreappre
ciation of their efforts.
There is a need for adult volunteers
to be team leaders.
All young volunteers need a parent's
release fonn.
form.
teer .
For
more information
or to volunteer
ationortovolun
Formoreinfonn
call Ms. Laura Rivera at 714/882-1344

ape Exhibit
Impressionist
Landscape
sionist Landsc
Impres
,.
' in the library.
~

came
>Iajor support for this exhibit came
• .Major
from Bardarson's Fine Art in Colton.
The exhibit runs through May 1st,
1 st, and
is open to the public. Visitors should
-is
check in at the receptionist’s
777
receptionist's office, 1n
W. Valley Blvd. Library hours are 7:15
p.m.
a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
a.m.

WANTED,
CTORS WANTED
INSTRU
INSTRUCTORS

Ell

Injection
Fuel Injection
Auto
Diagnostics, Fuel
Auto Diagnostics,
State. Cert. Reguired
Degree and State
Welding
Elec., Welding
Shop,. Elec.,
Machine Shop,
Machine

n_~tructor: . ~.
,lInstructor:

PUBUC SCOPING .MEEnNG:
NOTICE OF PUBLIC
MEETING:
nts to State Route 91Improveme
Improvements
91

cooperation with
(CAL1RANS) in cooperation
Traosporta.tioo (CALTRANS)
WHAT’S
-The California Department of lYanq>ortatian
WHAT'S
is conducting
(RCTC) is
BEING
the Riverside County Tramportation
Transportation Commissioo
Ctanmission (RCTQ
conducting
5 mile
widen a
to widen
for a proposed project to
stuthes fw
a5
mile
PLANNED? environmental and engineering studies

diiectioo. The widening
each direction.
segment of State Route 91 to add one lane in cMh
project under study would provide new lanes in addition to those currently under
construction in the fteeway median. The limits of the prt^x>sed improvements
improvements
propoaed
the State
limits of of
median.
freeway fittmi
in the County
construction
are
in Riverside
intersection
Route
71 to the
intenectioo
the The
from
intersection of Interstate 15. The purpose of the project is to increase the
capacity and improve the operation
ope.ration of State Route 91 in order to accommodate
existing and future traffic demand. The studies will involve the preparation of
Report. and an Environmental
preliminary engineering plans, a Proj<»t
Project Report,
illustrated in the map below.
Document.
are Ulustrated
Document The study limits arc

Instructor::
Instructor

ish with
fluency In
requlre fiuency
in English/Span
English/Spanish
with ability
abiiity
Both positions require
languages.
to design and Implement
impiement training modules
moduies l'n
in both
both ianguages.
Glorine
Call (714) 383-8454 and ask for Jesus or Glorine
- ~·
'"'------------:-------~-.- "'."-----

OF
KIWANIS OF
BERNARDINO
R SAN BERNARDINO
GREATE
GREATER
11th ANNUAL BENEFIT
TOURNAMENT
BENEFIT-- GOLF TOURNAMENT

FRIDAY, MAY 15,
15. 1992
PALM MEADOWS GOLF COURSE - NORTON AIRFORCE BASE
4 MAN SELECT SHOT FORMAT - 1:00PM SHOTGUN START

6TH ST

•
N

ENTRY FEE $50.00 includes

GREEN
CART - PRIZF.S
FRIZES - RAFFLE - DINNER
~ - CARI'
GRBBN FEES
Come/Fu-st Served
Fllllt Come/First
LIMIT 144 PLAYERS - First

•

PROJECT LIMITS

bu been
prepared and it has
. A preliminary environmental significance checklist was prepar^
WHY
determined that an Initial Study/Environmental
Study/Environmen tal Assessment will be prepared in
determined
THIS
NOTICE? accordance with the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) and thea ·
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). This notice is to inform you that

LONGEST DRIVE (MEN -&
& WOMEN) - CLOSEST TO THE PIN

HOLE IN ONE PRIZES ON ALL PAR 3 HOLES
Including
Including - 1992 Jeep Wrangler provided by

conducted and to invite your participation.
will be cooducted
Scoping Meeting wiD

WHY
HAVE
HAVE
THIS _
MEETING?
·

WHERE
YOU
COME IN
WHEN
AND
WHERE

The purpose
of the Scoping Meeting
engineering .and
i~tify e~gineering
~ccting is to identify
purpose of
The
enviroiunental
altcmabvcs that will be examined
com:crns, define the issues and alternatives
environmental concerns,
in
detail in the Initial Study/Environmen
Study/Environmental
and to facilitate the
tal Assessment, wd
in detail
preparation
of preliminary engineering plans. Project staff will begin the Scoping
preparation of
Meeting
short presentation
describing project
backgroll!ld,
P!Ojcc! background,
presentation describing
with aa short
Meeting with
engjnccring/designn issues and enviroiunental
idMtificd. Following
~ady identified.
environmental issues already
'engineering/desig
the presentation, there will be
an opportunity for quest1oos
questions and answers.
be.an
Your
Your input will help to identify engineering and environmental issues to be
Envumuncntal
Study Envirorun~tal
addressed in the engineering plans and the Initial Stutty
Assessm«iL The Scoping Meeting is the beginning of the environmental
enyiro^ental review
Assessment
process
it is
an important
identifi^g potential project impacts.
of identifying
way of
important way
is an
and it
process and
Date:
Time:
Tbne:
Race:
Place:

21 , 1992
May 21,
Map Viewing
6:30-7:00 pm - Man
7:00-7:30 pm - Presentation
7:30-8:30 pm - Q & A
Corona City Hall
815 W. 6th ST.
Corona, CA

~

SR-91

~

CITY HALL

::::;

CORONA

J
8th ST

~

;:~

l

r--

In
z

i N

IF YOU
CANNOT
ATTEND
THE
MEETING

If
carmot attend the meeting,
study, please
meeting; but have comments regarding the stady,
you cannot
If you
consultant:
submit them by June 21,1992
environmental project consultant
21, 1992 to our enviroruncntal

CONTACT

For
co~ceming this project, please contact Rob McCann
information concerning
more information
For more
(Environmental) at
at (714) 553-0666 or Carl Sosa (Eng~g)
(Engineering) ~
at (71~)
(714)
(Environmental)
proJCCIS m
250-1230.
in
250-1230. For more information on other State transportation projects
District
8, contact
San Bernardino, CA
West 3rd Street, Sao
CALTRANS at 247 Wesf
contact CALTRANS
District 8,
92402, {714)
(714) 383-4631.

ates, Inc.
~
I.SA Associates,
LSA
1l Park Plaza, Suite 500
Irvine, CA 9271
927144
ttention: Rob McCann
Attention:
McCatm
A

MON~
lJ:)BAR
HARMON
AUTO CENTER l!!iJ
AUTO CENTER

MAKE
CHECKS PAYABU!
PAYABLE TO: KIWANIS, GREATER SAN BERNARDINO ,
MAKE CHECKS

Jim G
reen
GREEN
JIM
M
ark B
ourland
BoUJU.AND
MAJllC

(714)
794-lU,O
(714) 794-1260
(714) 862-9159

S89
P.O. Box 589
^
San Bernardino, C a ~

.

AT $SI.OD""AVAII.ABLE at
TICXBTS available
DINNER tickets
*4GtJEST
guest dinner
s.oo ■

-

,

· Cinco de
de Mayo
Mayo
ng~
Greeti
Greetings
financial
want in
you want
Everything
Everything you
in aa financial
and
business
r
you· business and
all your
for all
nUn institution
institution for
our
personal
personal needs.
needs. Home
Home loans
loans are
are our
specialty
specialty.. .
SAVINGS BANK, FSB

FDIC
Member
Member FDIC

598 E. Highland Ave., San Bernardino CA 92404
:11598

886-9715
5
(714) 886-971

Houalng
Equal Houakig
l..ancMr
Landar

1

15

rtuni ties
Oppo
Opportunities

29, 1992
Wednesday, April 29,1992
Wednesday,
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r
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Construction
Mainte nance and Construction
Maintenance
Supervisor II
Supervisor
$2,680/mo
$2,203 - $2,680/mo
Construction
Mainte nance and Construction
Maintenance
Supervisor II
Supervisor
II
$3,338/mo
$2,813 - $3,338/mo

Engineering
Architecture and Engineering
Director of Architecture
$69,645 Annually
_
(Plus
executive
benefit
benefit_package)
(Plus
I<

The
Public Works Group is recruiting for a Director of Architecture
The Public
Improvemen t
and
and Engineering to administer the County's Capital Improvement
managemen t and
Program. Requires five years of experience in the management
Program.
supervision of
of architectural or civil engineering projects from planning
supervision
through
design,
administration
construction.. Registration
on and construction
through design, contract administrati
as
a
Civil
Engineer
in
the
State
of
California
is also required. Apply by
as a Civil

1992.
May 15,
15,1992.

-

Resource s
San Bernardino
Bernardino County Human Resources
·~ 157 West Fifth Street ·
Bernardino , CA 92415-0440
San Bernardino,
(714) 387-6086 or 387-8304

-'

/; ri ' ‘

/
'

EOE
m/f/h
EOEm/f/h

BE
<§>

responsupervisors who are respon
The County is recruiting for supervisors
supervising work
scheduling and supervising
sible for planning, scheduling
conmaintenance, repair and minor con
pet(orrn, maintenance,
crews who perform,
roadways, flood control facilities,
on roadways,
struction ^Ork
~~rlt' oh
Supervisor
facilities: The Supervisor
landfills or dther
8ther public works facilities.
experience in the
I requires two and one half years of experience
construction of public works facilities
maintenance
maintenance and construction
Superm,£_nths as a lead worker. The Super
which inclu(|9S
inciug~l six months
experience.as described
rs of experience
visor n
years
threer-yea,
requifes three,
II requires
above which includes one year in a lead capacity. Apply
8, 1992.
by May 8,1992.
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~

'

HAN GE ·
TER EXC
BAR
Barter
Exchange

"'

Personall Touch)
(The Persona
•,:l·/=:·~t·: <·'.•'•

~

tiona l
Addi
Additional
ness
Busi
Business
Thro ugh
Through
TERI NG
·BAR
BARTERING

•:.:-:;,•.:::-..·:: •.:- :;: . :·

. :

·

..... •.:-:_

E: .
MEMBERS
INCLUDE;
S\INCLUD
/MEMBER
o;0,ce• •• Gift Shops
Shops
'/[~
•.:AJto:tAain1a
Auto Maintenance
• Print Shops*
'• Restaurants
• Accounting
• Legal Services
creallon ••Veterinary
:··.:.;F.amity.Ae
Veterinary .
•.Family Recreation
Salons
Hair .Salons
•
:'
toiei)
. '. ;:~:Clothlng'S
•
Hair
• Clothing Stores
Video Stores
•• Video
Appliar,ce
I :.• TV &'
Stores
& .Appliance
Construction
· /• i=lower
•• Construction
Flower Shops·
Shops '
1.~,1> ,:. i, · ,. • ~e~elttis,=
Jewelers
• RtnessClub

·:: \~::~~:~~~!', : ·,· ,:•.::::rtt.r~:·
~::\;.fi,e.,., s

,

I\

,.
,.
r

'

.,.....

..

r

can be
Why lay out your hard earned cash for your business needs when you can
be
we send you?
ac1ditional business wo
~hem with the additional
bartering for them

WANTED:
WANTED:

/Sup pliers
Subc
Subcontractors/Suppliers
- ontra ctors
DABE's
For State Bid M/W/
M/W/DABE's

Conserve
Barter
Conserv~ your cash outlay and reduce your overhead by bartering with Barter
bexponses.
members for your business, personal and family beicpenses.

.

.

Example...Pay
Example .. . Pay a $200 cash equivalent (credits for your mechanical and printing
nee^ds from your accumulated credits.
nee.ds
Using your wholesale barter credits (equivalent dollars) you are purchasing at
at
your
Doesnl that sound great? PLUS YOU STILL HAVE THAT
your cost (wholesale). Doesn'Uhat
G?
INTERESTING?
^
$200 CASH IN YOUR POCKET - SOUND INTERESTIN

'

mamaintenance, office ma
to supply landscape
landscape maintenance,
chine maintenance
and service, storage pallet
maintenance ·and
repair, electric forklift battery service and repair,
copy mamL.o~
machine service and repair.

NGE
R EXCHA
BARTE
BARTER
EXCHANGE
"E" Street
1678 North “E”
street
San Bernardino, CA 92405

)ll·

r{'T !:""';v,_

RSHIP COUNT OVER 290
MEMBERSHIP
SIGN-UP MEMBE

;rr-•
I

Founded & Locally Owned by Family for Over 7 Years

.

Contact

~

Ontario
ice &
Storag e Inc.,
Cold Storage
& Cold
Ontarioufce

35
30-34 •• '(FAX)
.(714)
(714) 881-61
881-6130-34
(FAX) 881-61
881-6135

Clive Warner

n or Tony
Joseph.
Marvann
Ask for Joseph
. . Julie. Maryan
.

Resources
Bernardino County Human Resources
San Bernardino
157 West Fifth Street
92415-0 440
Bernardino, CA 92415-0440
San Bernardino,
387-8304
387-608 6 or 387-8304
(714) 387-6086
EOE m/f/h
EOF

.

\..

30, 1992.
(714) 984-4111 by May 30,1992.
(714)984-4111

Inlan d Entp ire Hisp anic New s Clas sifie d Adv ertis ing
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Los Dora dos
Con Martha Susana

MUSIC FOR ALL OCCASIONS

m

Redlands Federal Bank
JOE L. HERNANDEZ
Assistant Vice President/Branch Manager

25487 Barton Road, P.O. Box 964, Loma Unda, CA 92354

(714) 796-0226

(619) 949-0149

PAUL RENTERIA, PROMOTER

Call Collect

£a TtjeraStyfing

WHITE LLAM A
Imports & Apparel

JLntf 'Barber Salon
22430 'Barton 1?,paa

· Peruvian Handicraft - Watercolors• Jewelry
Tapestries• Gill Items· Children's & Aduh Clothing

(jrwui 'Ierraa, Ot 92324

to% o,r

(714} 825-6703 .
Tun., Wed., Frl 9AM to 6PM

Thurs. 9 AM to 9 PM
Sat. 9AMto 5 PM

Witb This AD

Shops#S + #9

Raul Osorio
Res. (714) 797-4172

Open 7 Days,-\t Mountalntown 385S0 Oak Glen Rd., Yucaipa, CA 92399

COMCAST CABLEVIS ION Warehouse- exp. ship/recv ., F.L.,
inv. tracking, PC & 123. Apply at ·
2090 N. "D" St., San Bernardino,
CA 92405
EEO/Drug Screen
' Immediate opening for an expcri- "
enced CATV Technician. Must
have working knowledge of service calls, signal leakage, and
distribution maintenanc e. Benefits. Apply at 4240 N. Hallmark
Pkwy. 9-4 Mon-Fri Drug Screen
"-. required. _EOE

1
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BU
DW
EI SE R
BUDWEISER

&
SIDE HISPA
NIC CHAM
& THE RIVER
RIVERSIDE
HISPANIC
CHAMBER
COMMERCE
BER OF COMM
ERCE
.

.

Present

FIES
TA '_
92
FIESTA'92
River
side Conv
entio n Cent
er·
Riverside
Convention
Center
Frida
y, May 1st: "La Noch
e de Estre
llas-" ·
Friday,
Noche
Estrellas'
Featu
ring • JOS
E FEL
ICIANO ·• El Chic~
Featuring
JOSE
FELiCiANO
Chicane
no
Saturd
ay, May
AM, "La Mexica
na ·Fiesta
Saturday,
May 2nd: KCALKCAL-AM,
Mexicana
Fiesta Day"
Day' -

Featuring: Nestor Daniel yy Los Terr/colas
Featuring:
Terricolas •>00010
Hermanos
Guzman
Dueto Sinai •• Hermano
s Leon
Leon •• Family
Family Guzman
• Ballet Folklorico Guadalup
Guadalupe
e • Tierra
·

Sunda
y, May
y Fiesta Day"
Sunday,
May 3rd: KGGI 99.1 "Famil
"Family
Day'

Featuring
South Coast ·cartel
Featuring:: •>500111
Cartel •> Angel/ca
Angelica •> Letica Carreon and Brazil
Frost &
& Lighter
Lighter Shade
Shade of
of Brown
Brazil •> Kid
Kid 'Frost
Brown
•> With
a
special
appearan
ce by
With
appearance
by Atlantic Star >• Concert and dancing '!"ith
with Latin
Latin Society
Society
SPECIAL GUEST APPEARANCE
SATURDAY.
MAY 2nd
JACKIE VACA,
VACA. BUDWEIS
BUDWEISER
POSTER GIRL
GIRL
APPEARANCE ON ~ATURDA
Y, MA.Y
2nd BY
BY JACKIE
ER POSTER

I

